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Abstract

SHARE, the “Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe”, is a population-based socio-economic survey among people aged 50 and over with data from 28 European countries and Israel. It investigates individual, economic, health-related, and social impacts of the aging process in order to give answers to the challenges of population aging for individuals and society as a whole. Understanding aging per se and how we age differently given our individual background, current health and socio-economic factors is the aim of SHARE.

In order to maintain intertemporal, international and intercultural comparability, SHARE has adopted objective data collection in the health domain. SHARE measures physical performance, such as grip strength, peak expiratory flow, walking speed, chair stand and word recall and Euro-D depression among others in the cognitive and mental health modules. In 2015, SHARE has collected dried blood spot (DBS) samples as an additional objective measure of health. Eleven European countries and Israel participated in the DBS collection. The collection was harmonized in terms of designing documents, gaining consent, procuring blood-collection material, and training interviewers how to collect DBS samples while ethic and administrative regulations in all countries had to be observed in addition. Overall, about 27,200 respondents consented; the overall participation reached 72% with considerable differences between countries and interviewers.

This report describes the carefully monitored processes of consent-gaining for, and the implementation, collection and evaluation of the largest DBS sampling from a representative adult population in Europe, now awaiting the completion of blood-marker analyses. We also motivate the choice of blood markers and first assays.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Population aging, health and SHARE, the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe

Population aging is one of the most pressing challenges of the 21st century. The large baby-boomer cohorts are entering old age, while the later cohorts are less fertile. A worldwide increase of life expectancy – influenced by declining old-age mortality – has not been paralleled by an equivalent increase in healthy aging. Developed as well as developing countries are facing social and economic challenges caused by the disproportional increase of older adults and the accompanying burden of chronic diseases (Chang, Skirbekk et al., 2019; Mathers, Stevens et al., 2015; World Health Organization, 2018). About one fourth of the total burden of disease is attributable to disorders in people aged 60 and over and population aging is driving the worldwide epidemic of chronic diseases (Prince, Wu et al., 2015). Socio-economic studies, which also address health in their surveys, are suited to entangle the complex interrelation of health and social status, to point out lifestyle-related risk factors in particular those, which are modifiable.

Departing from an individual’s genetic make-up, parental conditions and SES, childhood environment and early education, the trajectories of health, economic status and social embeddedness are not determined in isolation but in mutual interaction over the entire life course. These interactions manifest their effects starting very early in life and then accumulate in positive and negative feedback cycles over the entire life course (Blane, Netuveli, & Bartley, 2007; Conti & Heckman, 2013; Health, 2006; Power & Kuh, 2006) before they determine later-life health, economic and social outcomes at older ages. Furthermore, opportunities provided by parents or choices they made cannot be changed; in adult life the individual can make unhealthy or healthy lifestyle choices that affect health negatively or positively, immediately or later in life.

Health, for instance, influences economic status because healthier bodies are likely to support higher learning capacities at younger ages and higher working loads at older ages (e.g., Deaton, 2002; Kivimäki, Batty et al., 2020; Marmot, 2002). In turn, income inequalities are likely to also cause inequalities in health because richer individuals can afford higher out-of-pocket health care costs and may have easier access to health care especially in certain health care systems (e.g., Dugravot, Fayosse et al., 2020; Lewer, Jayatunga et al., 2020; Mackenbach, 2012; Smith, 2003). Health behaviors, like physical activity, (Daskalopoulou, Stubbs et al., 2017; Marques, Peralta et al., 2018), lifestyle, environmental and occupational conditions add to these mutual interactions between health and economic status and at the same time introduce interactions with the social environment in which individuals live (Dwyer-Lindgren, Bertozzi-Villa et al., 2017). For example, there is evidence that embeddedness in a
good family background is beneficial for the health of the family members (e.g., Fagundes, Bennett et al., 2011).

SHARE is an infrastructure of micro data to address the health, social and economic impacts on growth and prosperity of the aging populations in Europe (A. Börsch-Supan, 2013). On the population level, SHARE data help to shed light on the implications of demographic aging on economic growth, living standards, social and particularly intergenerational cohesion, and how pensions and health and long-term care systems will be affected (European Commission, 2015). On the individual level, SHARE measures socio-economic, social support and health variables and studies the psychological, physiological and pathophysiological pathways, leading to physical, mental and cognitive functional deteriorations. In this respect, SHARE is especially designed to investigate the complex interactions among health, social and economic determinants over the entire life course that shape an individual’s health, economic and social status in later life. With the release of Wave 7 in 2019 the SHARE database contains 380,000 interviews from 140,000 respondents (www.share-project.org; Bergmann, Scherpenzeel, & Börsch-Supan, 2019; A. Börsch-Supan, Brandt et al., 2011; A. Börsch-Supan, Brandt et al., 2013; A. Börsch-Supan, Brandt, & Schröder, 2013; A. Börsch-Supan, Bristle et al., 2019; A. Börsch-Supan, Brugiavini et al., 2008; A. Börsch-Supan, Brugiavini et al., 2005; A. Börsch-Supan & Jürges, 2005; A. Börsch-Supan, Kneip et al., 2015; Malter & Börsch-Supan, 2013; Malter & Börsch-Supan, 2015; Malter & Börsch-Supan, 2017).

1.2 Self-reported and objective health measures

Since its first wave in 2004, SHARE respondents are asked to self-report current general health, diseases and conditions, use of medicine, as well as functional limitations and disability and are asked for height and weight. They also self-report health behaviors such as smoking, drinking, exercising, and physical fitness and self-rate their health. Although individuals are likely to evaluate their own health status differently even when they have the same objective condition (Jürges, 2007), self-reported information is of great value in itself (Doiron, Fiebig et al., 2015; Jylhä, 2009).

Nevertheless, self-reported data on past and current health conditions and disease symptoms rely on recognizing those symptoms, having access to medical care and being diagnosed, as well as being able to recall the diagnoses. Moreover, in older adults many diseases may have subtle symptoms, which may be misinterpreted as signs of aging rather than disease onset, thereby delaying diagnosis and treatment. Other diseases, like diabetes and hypertension, can go without symptoms for quite some time, causing organ damage before being diagnosed. Older age is characterized by the emergence of several complex health states that do not fall into discrete disease categories, commonly called geriatric
syndromes, which are often the consequence of multiple underlying factors. Hence, the accuracy of self-reported health data depends on individual health literacy and access to health care and treatment, which are correlated with socio-economic factors. This correlation may lead to spurious associations between health outcomes and socio-economic factors in the observed data (Bound, 1991; Sen, 2002). Therefore, SHARE has decided to spend major efforts to collect objective information on physical, cognitive and mental health in addition; such as grip strength, peak expiratory flow, walking speed, and chair stand as physical measurements and using e.g., word recall, Euro-D depression battery in the cognitive and mental health modules.

While the collection of health data in a population-based survey is already a complex enterprise in a single country, the effort in a pan-European study like SHARE is even greater and requires extensive planning, as it is crucial to ensure the comparability of collection protocols across countries (Weiss, Sakshaug, & Börsch-Supan, 2018). This applies in particular to obtaining blood-based biological markers detectable in dried blood spots (DBS) as has been done in Wave 6 in 2015 (M. Börsch-Supan & Andersen-Ranberg, Chapter 6.1, in: Malter & Börsch-Supan, A (Eds.) 2017).

1.3 Combining bio-medical with socio-economic research: Collection of Dried Blood Spot samples in a multi-national population survey

In spite of this effort, the motivation to combine bio-medical and socio-economic research is manifold: Blood biomarkers e.g., addressing conditions and diseases of older age can help to identify pre-disease physiological processes, which are below the threshold of an individual's perception. They capture health aspects (yet) unknown to the survey participants and they can help to understand complex relations between socio-economic conditions, health, cognition, and physiological pathways. Cardiovascular, metabolic, inflammatory, and other biomarkers have been shown to be predictors of mortality and morbidity by themselves or combined with self-assessed health (Gruenewald, Seeman et al., 2006; Ridker, 2007). Furthermore, blood biomarkers shed light on the mechanisms that relate socio-economic factors influenced by lifestyle and environment to morbidity and mortality, which are not confounded by the shortcomings related to self-reported health information.

Collecting blood is the method of choice when combining bio-medical and socio-economic research (Williams & McDade, 2009). From a laboratory point of view, venous blood samples are best suited for analyzing blood biomarkers. However, collecting venous samples in very large community-based setting in so many countries as in SHARE entails major logistic challenges of collection, transportation and timely laboratory analyses as well as large expenses for venipuncture by certified health professionals. Moreover, a venipuncture is invasive and may potentially cause harm to the individual. It may also be regarded as
intrusive by the respondent and thus yield higher proportions of non-participation in the SHARE survey itself.

Instead of drawing venous samples, SHARE decided to collect blood using a method more adaptable to the circumstances of a very large international population survey. The sampling of DBS offers numerous advantages over conventional blood collection (Wenkui Li & Lee, 2014; Wenkui Li & Tse, 2010). DBS samples are drops of capillary whole blood collected on filter paper from a simple finger prick. The method is regarded less intrusive than venipuncture and easily applied. Blood collected on filter cards can be shipped by regular mail to a laboratory and stored frozen until analyses. This makes DBS samples well suited for many screening programs or population-based studies in the area of public health research.

The analytes, which can be measured in DBS samples today, have gradually increased over the years thus making the collection method increasingly interesting. They range from DNA analyses (viral / human) to a variety of proteins, lipids and vitamins (e.g., Brindle, O'Connor, & Garrett, 2014; Crimmins, Kim et al., 2014; Eyles, Anderson et al., 2009; McDade, Williams, & Snodgrass, 2007; Mei, Alexander et al., 2001; Skogstrand, 2012; Skogstrand, Thorsen et al., 2005) as well as multiple elements helping to identify environmental or workplace-related heavy-metal pollution (Pedersen, Andersen-Ranberg et al., 2017).

The blood-based biomarkers shall provide SHARE and its users with additional objective health measures to invest more closely the most common aging-related health conditions in the context of the socio-economic information gained from its survey. Those health conditions and aging-related diseases include diabetes (e.g., Kalyani, Golden, & Cefalu, 2017), cardiovascular disease (CVD) (e.g., North & Sinclair, 2012), decline of kidney function, cognitive decline, but also loss of strength and muscles (sarcopenia). Many of these conditions have several underlying factors, both biological and environmental, and with a complex interrelationship, which, in addition, is dependent on the genetic make-up of an individual. Among the biological factors, metabolic, inflammatory and neuroendocrine pathways are considered to be among the most important. Especially elevated blood-fat levels but also inflammation and the subsequent inflammatory cascade are particularly important in the atherosclerotic process and the development of CVD (Boekholdt & Stroes, 2012; Brüünsgaard & Pedersen, 2003). There are reports that elevated levels of pro-inflammatory markers are present in mild cognitive decline (MCI) (Saleem, Herrmann et al., 2015) and they may play a role in the neurodegenerative cascade in established Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Swardfager, Lanctôt et al., 2010). The same body’s own system can also react to activities like physical training (Nascimento, Pereira et al., 2015; Palmefors, DuttaRoy et al., 2014) and social contacts and support (Fagundes, Bennett et al., 2011; Salinas, 2016) with beneficial and anti-inflammatory signals. Age-related health conditions are not
independent from each other. CVD (Dregan, Stewart, & Gulliford, 2013; Stampfer, 2006), hypertension / high blood pressure (Skoog, Lernfelt et al., 1996), as well as type-2 diabetes (Wei Li & Huang, 2016) are risk factors for cognitive decline and AD. Yet, diabetes, obesity and hypertension are important risk factors for CVD as is impaired kidney function (Sarnak, Katz et al., 2008; Yaffe, Lindquist et al., 2008). These and further considerations guided the selection of markers to be analyzed from the SHARE-collected blood spots. A detailed description of the chosen markers will be given in Section 5 below.

However, surveys such as SHARE operate in the field i.e., respondents are interviewed in their homes. Trained interviewers instead of certified health professionals collect the samples according to a protocol but not under controlled and standardized laboratory conditions. The conditions during fieldwork and shipment may vary namely the environmental temperature and humidity; those conditions are hard to control. In addition, best care and attention exercised by the interviewer while taking the blood and handling the sample is very important (Crimmins, Zhang et al., 2020). The interviewer may influence the drying time of the blood samples, humidity protection during shipment or other quality measures, shortcomings, which lead to avoidable damage (see 2.2.3 and 4.2).

Furthermore, not all collected samples contain enough material – as not all respondents bleed well - or bad sample quality does not allow analyzing all biomarkers of interest. This and certain medical conditions, e.g., bleeding disorders prohibiting blood-taking, and non-consenting lead to biomarker values available only from a subsample of the DBS-eligible respondents.

In awareness of the shortcomings of blood collection during fieldwork, SHARE and the two laboratories in Seattle and Copenhagen (entrusted with the blood-marker analyses; see Section 5) performed validation experiments in 2018 and 2019, respectively. The influence of single conditions, like temperature, humidity, drying and shipping times was tested as well as interactions of these conditions (Börsch-Supan, Weiss et al., 2019; Weiss & Börsch-Supan, Chapter 37, in: Börsch-Supan, A et al. (Eds.), 2019). A detailed description of the validation experiments will be published elsewhere (A. Börsch-Supan, Weiss et al., 2020 - submitted for publication).

In Section 2.1 below we will describe the steps preceding the blood collection: the preparation of all legal, ethical and administrative documents required, the compilation of the DBS collection kit, the implementation of a DBS module in the CAPI instrument, the training of the interviewers how to collect DBS on a filter card and send it to the biobank. Section 2.2 is dedicated to the collection of DBS during the survey and the fieldwork monitoring. In Section 3 we will discuss the participation of the respondents and the consent rates followed by the presentation of the data (number and quality of the collected samples) and the first
steps of data cleaning, i.e., samples which had to be excluded in Section 4; here, we also discuss environmental and other influences the samples were exposed to. In Section 5.1 we present the blood biomarkers SHARE has chosen to analyze and motivate our decision. In the final sections 5.2 to 5.3 we describe the preparation of the DBS samples for laboratory work, the analyses of a subset of 8000 samples and the necessary adjustments for field conditions, which has to precede the release of the data once the analyses are completed. Section 6 summarizes and presents an outlook on the remaining work.

2 Methods

2.1 Implementation

2.1.1 Legal, ethical and administrative requirements
Collecting data from respondents in a survey, particularly collecting blood samples, needed the approval of ethical committees in all participating countries. DBS collection is considered an invasive, albeit only minimally invasive method. It therefore requires careful legal, ethical and administrative preparation.

For the DBS collection in SHARE Wave 6 the CAPI\(^1\)-assisted questionnaire around blood taking, consent documents, and other training and field material as well as a survey protocol were prepared centrally in English language. They were translated into the national languages of the SHARE countries and – depending on the requirements of each country - compiled, adapted, extended and then presented to the responsible national ethics committees and/or other authorities to obtain ethics approval (Schmidutz, 2016; Schmidutz, Ryan et al., 2013; Schmidutz & Weiss, 2017).

Obtaining informed written consent was obligatory in all participating countries. The consent defined how the sample collection had to be conducted in the field and how the samples can be handled and analyzed in the future. However, the countries differed regarding the information that had to be provided to the respondents and regarding the content and form of the consent documents. In some countries (Switzerland, Denmark, Italy, Sweden) the respondents had to be informed about the blood taking with an advance letter; in other countries it was sufficient to inform the respondents during the interview prior to the planned DBS collection.

SHARE decided not to report lab values to the respondents in case of a disease-indicating level of a blood-marker value. This was done for several reasons: The methods of blood collection used in SHARE are not suited for individual disease diagnosis; instead, they will shed light on population health. Diagnosis of a serious health condition has to be performed

\(^1\) CAPI: Computer-assisted personal interviewing
under standard clinical conditions with multiple testing. Besides, the blood values gained during the survey are only available a long time after blood was taken; at the time of back-reporting, conditions of the respondent may be different. In addition, experiences in Germany, while piloting the DBS collection in Wave 4, have shown that back-reporting is complicated as the data is anonymized; the respondents had to consent to reporting of the blood-marker values to a third institution/person, e.g., via his/her general practitioner. In many cases, the contact to the GP had failed.

All ethic committees followed our reasoning not to report blood values to the respondents, with a single exception: In Denmark, the respondent had to be notified in case unknown diabetes was detected by the SHARE DBS analyses; this had to be carried out via the Danish survey agency, as SHARE has no access to respondent addresses.

The interviewers play a crucial role in the process of gaining consent, because they are the only ones being in direct contact with the respondent and those collecting the DBS sample during the interview. Hence, the aspect of successful consent gaining was an important part of the DBS collection training (Korbmacher, 2014; Schmidutz & Weiss, 2017).

Most countries allowed the collection of blood by trained interviewers. In France, however, interviewers were not allowed to touch the respondents. French respondents therefore pricked their own finger with the lancet, guided by the interviewers or could decide to be pricked by a third person e.g., a confidant. In Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland, and Luxembourg even this was not possible. Only medically trained personnel are allowed to take any kind of blood samples. Since this was neither practical nor financially feasible, no DBS samples could be taken in these countries. And, lastly, Croatia, Hungary, The Netherlands, and Portugal could not be included in the DBS collection of the main survey due to financial reasons. Twelve SHARE countries\(^2\) (Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland) remained and a total of ca. 27,200 DBS samples were collected. In addition to the main DBS collection, we conducted a small study in Poland in 2016 with 37 participants, where nurses collected venous and capillary (DBS) blood. The study was used for validation purposes (see 5.4 and Weiss, Börsch-Supan et al., 2019).

We developed a detailed plan how to process and store the blood samples as well as corresponding laboratory data. To ensure data privacy of the respondents the signed consent forms, the blood material, and the CAPI interviews are each stored at separate locations: with the national survey agencies, the biobank and on the SHARE server, respectively. All three data sources (the sample itself, the consent form and the interview

\(^2\) Country Code of all SHARE countries in wave 6: AT Austria, BE Belgium, CH Switzerland, CZ Czech Republic, DE Germany, DK Denmark, EE Estonia, ES-sp Spain, ES-cat Catalan province of Girona, FR France, GR Greece, HR Croatia, HU Hungary, IL Israel, IT Italy, LU Luxembourg, NL Netherland, PL Poland, PT Portugal, SE Sweden, SI Slovenia.
data) are labelled with a barcoded identification numbers for each participating respondent. This number is used for the future linkage of the biomarker analyses results to the survey data.

For the secure storage of DBS samples from all participating SHARE countries, the SHARE biobank had been established at the Department of Public Health at the University of Southern Denmark (SDU) in Odense, Denmark. It is affiliated to the biobank of the Danish Twin Registry, hosted by SDU. All blood samples collected from respondents during the field phase of Wave 6 have been sent there, where they are stored at -20°C, each together with desiccant for humidity protection in SHARE-ERIC owned laboratory-style freezers. For surveillance, all freezers are connected to an alarm system, which notifies a biobank staff member in the case of a temperature rise or another hazard. The biobank also provides a back-up freezer in the case of emergency.

2.1.2 Required documents
The SHARE biomarker team centrally prepared and compiled the material needed by the SHARE interviewers to collect the DBS from the survey respondents during the interview. This material included the blood-sampling equipment, the DBS collection kit (see 2.1.3) but also documents to inform the respondent about the DBS collection, processing and subsequent analyses of the blood-samples and the consent forms, which had to be signed by consenting respondents before DBS taking.

- (1) Information leaflet
- (2) Consent form
- (3, 4, 5) Interviewer instructions: DBS manual, step-by-step instructions written and as illustrated flyer

The information leaflet (1) explained the purpose and conduction mode of the DBS collection and provided respondents with contact details as well as information about their rights and the privacy practices within the project. The DBS collection consent form (2) recalled the information in an abbreviated version and had to be signed by both, the respondent and the interviewer. The leaflet and one copy of the consent form remained with the respondent; the second copy was mailed to the national survey agency by the interviewer. In addition, information material (3) with a step-by-step guide (4) of the blood collection was prepared for the interviewers. As a very quick reference, interviewers also received a brochure – an illustrated flyer (5) – showing the most important steps of the blood collection as illustrations.
2.1.3 The collection kit

We equipped the interviewers of each country with ready-to-use DBS collection kits (Fig. 1). The coordinating SHARE biomarker team in Munich designed it, as no suitable kit was commercially available. It contained all items needed for the blood collection and subsequent shipment of the samples to the SHARE biobank. Before a decision for some of the items was made, we investigated various shipment formats – namely envelopes, bags and different desiccant materials – with regard to their temperature- and humidity-protection capacity (see 2.1.4). To learn more about the temperature exposure of the samples during shipment, we used temperature-tracking devices in the field during pretest of SHARE Wave 6, and Israel used long-run temperature tracking starting with the summer months during SHARE Wave 6 main survey (see 2.1.4 and 2.2.3).

The blood-collection items were bought centrally and assembled into kits by a local Munich company. This ensured the usage of identical material in all countries and by all interviewers. Altogether, 40,000 kits were delivered to the national survey agencies that were commissioned with the SHARE data collection in Wave 6 in the participating countries.

Figure 1: Items in a SHARE W6 DBS collection kit. A large Ziploc plastic bag for all necessary material, which later served as disposal bag for used items after the DBS collection; the SHARE DBS filter card with pre-printed 1-cm circles (see Fig. 6) for placing the blood drops; blue disposable protective cloth used as a clean base for material and as surface protection from any small blood stains; disposable protective gloves; disposable disinfecting wipes; two semi-automatic, one-time use lancets; sterile gauze pads; plasters. 2g of molecular-sieve served as desiccant contained in a small Tyvek® bag; to prevent untimely humidity absorption and extend the shelf life, the desiccant bags were individually sealed in a larger aluminum pouch, from which the small – 25x55mm - Tyvek® bag had to be removed before use. For later shipment of the sample to the biobank the kit also contained a small plastic bag for the DBS card and desiccant and a special tear-proof and water-resistant Tyvek® mailing envelope.
Not shown in Figure 1, but also part of the interviewers’ collection material: Reusable hand warmers to be used to warm the respondents’ hands before the DBS collection, since warm hands show better blood flow. The hand warmers stayed with the respondents after the interview as a small token of appreciation. In addition, the interviewers were provided with a sheet with barcode stickers (all with the same barcode number) for each respondent; pre-printed address stickers for mailing the sample to the SHARE biobank; and stamps, which were supplied by the survey agencies of each country for international postage to Denmark. The temperature strips used in Israel were bought while the survey was already in the field and added to the Israeli test kits.

2.1.4 Investigating envelops, temperature-control devices and desiccant materials

Envelopes and bags: Different shipment-material formats have been tested before preparing the collection kits in order to investigate temperature and humidity protection for the DBS samples. We were interested to learn, how well envelopes made of different material and different kind of plastic bags would protect the sample against temperature change. We acquired various kinds of envelopes (paper padded, bubble-foil padded, unpadded Tyvek®) and bags (polyethylene PE, Mylar, insulating material). We equipped various combinations of envelope/bag each with an “empty” DBS card and desiccant inside the bags – as if ready for shipment. A temperature/humidity logger was added to the envelopes, which were then exposed to various controlled temperatures between room temperature and up to 35°C for different periods in a laboratory oven. Different material provided temperature protection within a very narrow range (Fig. 2). The temperature inside an envelope/bag combination exposed to 35°C reaches a threshold of 33°C in a time span between 21 and 44 minutes. In summary, compared to the expected shipping times of international mailing the environmental temperature was reached inside the envelopes within a very short time. Therefore, we decided for the sturdy envelope material Tyvek® being tear- and water-resistant, light and easy to close in combination with a simple PE bag for the DBS card.

---

3 The oven was kindly loaned to us by the Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology in Munich.
Long-term temperature control during shipment: During shipment to the biobank, the DBS samples are exposed to varying – unknown – temperatures. However, the exposure to high temperature has been shown to influence the subsequently measured biomarker level, if DBS will be analyzed for thermally labile markers (A. Börsch-Supan, Weiss et al., 2020; Crimmins, Zhang et al., 2020). We used long-term temperature trackers alongside the DBS samples during shipment to learn more about the temperature levels the samples are actually exposed to and their association to the outside temperature at the time of collection of the blood sample. The trackers are small plastic strips (Fig. 3; TimeStrip Label 30 and 38°C; Timestrip UK Ltd, Cambridge, UK, and Shockwatch WarmMark® Long-Run indicator, Hanwell Solutions Ltd. UK, for 31°C) with an activating mechanism to be initiated by the interviewer when preparing the blood sample for shipment.

The tracking strips indicated the surpassing of a certain temperature threshold and its duration by the spread of colored indicator. This information was recorded at receipt of the
sample by the biobank staff. The local outside temperature during the interview and blood taking was estimated by the interviewer and entered into the CAPI.

- During the pretest of Wave 6, we used two different temperature strips indicating the exposure to 30°C, respectively 38°C, or higher temperatures. The duration of the exposure was measured in steps of one hour for up to 12 (or 8) hours overall.
- During the main data collection, we tracked the temperature during shipment in some Israeli samples. In this case, we used a long-run tracker, indicating the exposure to 31°C or higher for 0, 12, 30, 60, 110 (2.5 days), or 168 (7 days) hours overall.

Only few samples reached the threshold of 38°C during pretest (11 out of 223 samples with linkable interview data). For the 30°C and 31°C, we created dummies to indicate whether the respective threshold was reached at all and calculated a logistic regression of this dummy on the estimated outside temperature, controlling for shipment time. The correlations between the outside temperature and the dummies were both significant. The predictive margins of the 30°C and 31°C dummies over the estimated outside temperature (controlled for shipment time) are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.

![Predictive Margins of reaching 30°C or more](image1)

![Predictive Margins of reaching 31°C or more](image2)

**Figure 4:** Predictive margins of reaching a temperature threshold after logistic regression of the according dummy on the estimated outside temperature and controlling for shipment time. (a) threshold at 30°C, Wave 6 pretest samples, N=288; (b) threshold at 31°C, Wave 6 Israeli main survey samples, N=299.
We conclude that the outside-temperature estimation by the interviewer during blood collection provides valuable information on the temperature pattern the sample is exposed to during the entire shipment time.

**Desiccant:** We studied product comparisons of silica gel vs. molecular sieve. (e.g., [https://www.sorbentsystems.com/desiccants_charts.html#table1](https://www.sorbentsystems.com/desiccants_charts.html#table1) [https://www.multisorb.com/blog/pharmaceuticals/molecular-sieve-vs-silica-gel-whats-the-difference/](https://www.multisorb.com/blog/pharmaceuticals/molecular-sieve-vs-silica-gel-whats-the-difference/)). Molecular sieve adsorbs water from the surrounding faster and more aggressively than silica gel, though its equilibrium capacity for water is slightly lower than silica gel. On the other hand, molecular sieve does not release water at higher temperature as easy as silica gel. We calculated that 2g of molecular sieve in a sachet per DBS card will be fine for a dried DBS sample containing up to five blood spots.

**2.1.5 The DBS module in the CAPI instrument**

To conduct the blood sampling, SHARE set up a short questionnaire module within the CAPI instrument, the BS module (for the English version see: [http://www.share-project.org/fileadmin/pdf_questionnaire_wave_6/Generic_main_qnn_6_3_13.pdf](http://www.share-project.org/fileadmin/pdf_questionnaire_wave_6/Generic_main_qnn_6_3_13.pdf)) closely following the DBS collection module used in the Health and Retirement Study (HRS4) ([Crimmins, Guyer et al., 2008](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3064012/)). The module instructions guided the interviewers through the DBS collection: from introducing the purpose of the DBS collection to the consent gaining and finally a possibility for the interviewer to report problems that may have occurred during the blood collection.

The BS module was routed via a preloaded variable; it only appeared for DBS-eligible respondents (see 2.2.1). As a reminder, the interviewer instruction at the beginning of the BS module denoted it as “non-proxy module”: In case the respective interview was a proxy interview, no blood was collected, and the interviewer skipped the entire module. The first item to be read out was a short introduction with two versions: (1) for countries that announced the DBS collection in their advance letters (see 2.1.1) and (2) for all other countries. For the actual blood sampling, the CAPI referred the interviewer to the printout step-by-step instruction, eliminating the need to handle the laptop during the blood collection while wearing protective gloves. After the blood sampling, this printed instruction lead him/her back to the CAPI to enter the barcode number of the blood sample twice. A programmed soft-check ensured the entry of identical numbers to avoid typing errors. Then, the regular interview continued with the next modules. Finally, two items at the very end of

---

4 HRS is the SHARE “sister” study in the United States of America

5 In an interview a proxy respondent answers in lieu of the person, from whom information is being sought; this could be e.g., a partner, spouse, confidant.
the regular SHARE interview of DBS-eligible respondents were not part of the actual BS module, but routed the same way: Item one asked the interviewer to estimate the current outside temperature. This information was used to get information on the temperature the sample was exposed to during local handling and start of shipment (Weiss & Börsch-Supan, Chapter 37, in: Börsch-Supan, A et al. (Eds.), 2019). The second item referred the interviewers again to the printed step-by-step instruction, where they were guided through the preparation of the sample for shipment. Having this latter item not directly at the end of the BS module, but at the end of the regular SHARE interview (with other modules in between), helped to ensure the drying time for the blood sample.

2.1.6 Training the SHARE interviewers to collect DBS
While survey agencies and their interviewers were already experienced from previous SHARE waves in taking physical performance measurements, the collection of DBS was a novelty. With the exception of six countries (BE, CH, DE, DK, IT, PT), which had participated in a logistics test run in the pretest of SHARE Wave 5, most survey agencies in SHARE Wave 6 had not collected DBS before.

All interviewers of the countries participating in SHARE Wave 6 main survey had to be trained extensively and in their national languages. SHARE works with the hierarchical “train-the-trainer” (TTT) scheme: First, members from the SHARE country teams and their survey agencies were trained and prepared in a central TTT workshop in Munich using English language. The TTT agenda served as a template for the subsequent national training sessions now conducted by the respective national survey agencies and in the languages of the interviewers.

The training session for the DBS collection was part of the general interviewer training for SHARE Wave 6. It provided the interviewers with background knowledge about the DBS collection, the markers to be analyzed as well as biosafety concerns and data privacy rules. They were trained to answer DBS-specific questions, dispel doubts and explain procedural and medical facts. The process of consent gaining was carefully scripted and required more skills on part of the interviewer than for other survey items (Korbmacher, 2014). Being well prepared and well trained played an important role for successfully gaining consent from the respondents.

A central part of the DBS training consisted of a thorough hands-on training. The collection kit was introduced followed by a mock interview with blood taking. Every interviewer had to perform DBS collection under supervision. Mistakes or missing steps had to be retrained. Once the interviewers could successfully perform the blood-taking procedure, they were certified. Only certified interviewers were allowed to collect DBS samples for SHARE.

Moreover, interviewers were trained for particular situations like advising participants taking
blood thinners or helping participants, who do not bleed easily and were prepared to support respondents, who might feel dizzy from finger pricking. All interviewers were provided with printed DBS interviewer instructions as a reference for self-training or as preparation for questions arising during the fieldwork. Attention was given to the interviewers' own attitude towards the blood collection and feeling comfortable in performing it as well. To address this, we worked closely together with the German survey agency. German interviewers were questioned after the pretest DBS training to suggest improvements. We considered their suggestions for the main survey training. Most of those interviewers, who had stated to feel somewhat worried with the idea of collecting blood samples before the training session, told us afterwards to feel better, if not good, when thinking of the upcoming DBS collection. Interviewers, who were still worried, were not assigned to interview DBS-eligible respondents.

2.2 Collecting DBS

2.2.1. Eligibility for DBS sampling
In the countries participating in the DBS collection, all respondents in panel households were asked for consent to the blood sampling, i.e. all respondents, who had previously participated in any wave of SHARE and their partners (for them independently of a previous participation) No blood was taken from respondents, who refused to participate or were not able to give consent themselves. Proxy respondents and respondents, who mentioned a medical reason preventing blood taking (such as bleeding disorder), were also excluded from the DBS collection. In France, DBS were collected only in four districts. From 884 DBS-eligible respondents living in these districts, 569 respondents consented to the blood collection. Some respondents from other districts, thus actually not DBS-eligible, had also been asked by interviewers working in DBS-eligible and non-eligible districts and nine of these respondents consented to the DBS collection as well. These samples were included yielding 578 French DBS samples altogether.

2.2.2 Blood collection from the respondent and dispatch of the DBS card to the biobank
Starting the DBS collection, the interviewer provided a printed information leaflet, explained the procedure, asked for consent, but expressed that participation is voluntary. Upon agreement of the respondent, written consent was collected by having the respondent sign the consent form.
Then, the interviewer prepared the blood collection: An activated warming pad was handed to the respondent. Warming the hands increases the blood flow into the fingers, thereby
increasing the chance to collect a sufficient amount of blood. The date of the blood collection was noted on the DBS card, which was labelled with a unique barcode sticker. While wearing protective gloves, the interviewer disinfected the puncture site on a finger - preferably the ring finger on the non-dominant hand - and used a semi-automatic lancet for pricking. Self-pricking by the respondent⁶ or pricking by another person was an alternative option. The first drop of blood was wiped off to eliminate remaining alcohol from the disinfection. The next blood drops were collected by letting them fall onto the absorbent filter paper of the SHARE DBS card (into pre-printed circles). The filter card was left to dry until the end of the regular SHARE interview, but at least 15 minutes. At the end of the interview, a CAPI item reminded the interviewer to pack the DBS card, which was slipped into a small polyethylene (PE) bag together with desiccant; the bag was zip-closed and placed into the Tyvek® envelope.

Another sticker with the same barcode number was attached to the consent form; the barcode number was entered into the CAPI instrument. The signed consent form was sent to the national survey agency and the DBS card to the SHARE biobank in Odense, DK. The barcode number ensures that the CAPI data, the consent form and the collected DBS can be matched, while guaranteeing the respondents’ anonymity. All three data sources (DBS card, consent form, CAPI interview) have to be available for the sample to be considered “complete” and to be considered for laboratory analyses.

2.2.3 Monitoring fieldwork in SHARE Wave 6 - in particular DBS collection
The SHARE Wave 6 data collection lasted from January until November 2015, and fieldwork was actively managed by SHARE Central through monitoring interviewer activity e.g., contact and cooperation rate, response/retention rate as well as consent for and quality of DBS samples. Reports were mailed bi-weekly to all survey agencies and country teams and served as feedback of the interviewer performance (Malter & Sand, 2017). Within this frame of the general participation monitoring, we reported the number of collected DBS samples in each country as part of the bi-weekly reports together with the country-specific consent rate, which was calculated by the DBS team in Munich (see Section 3). The survey agencies were explicitly requested to get in touch with under-performing interviewers as SHARE was not only striving for a high participation rate, but also wanted to ensure the collection of high-quality DBS samples and enough blood spots for later marker analyses. Our goal was to detect sampling mistakes in a timely manner and correct them by reminding or retraining respective interviewers. The monitoring of sample quality and quantity involved the staff at

---
⁶ see 2.1.1; for the French respondents
the SHARE biobank, who checked all DBS samples arriving in Odense for visible shortcomings (Friedel & Weiss, Chapter 6.3.2, in: Malter & Börsch-Supan, A (Eds.) 2017). The biobank staff reported the list of received DBS samples (identified by the attached barcode number) together with quality information collected for each incoming sample to the biomarker team in Munich in a bi-weekly manner as well.

On arrival at the biobank, the following information was recorded for each incoming sample:

- Every possible damage to the Tyvek® mailing envelope containing the PE bag with the DBS filter card (Fig. 6)

- Information on proper humidity protection during shipment:
  o The status of the small PE bag containing the DBS card and desiccant and if it had been properly zip-closed
  o The presence of a desiccant and whether it had been taken out of its own humidity protection, the aluminum pouch

- In case a temperature indicator had been added (only during pretest and in Israel during the main survey), the reported duration of the temperature threshold exceedance was noted. This gave us some insight into temperature exposure of the DBS cards during shipment (see 2.1.4).

- Information on DBS quality, quantity and any visible damage to the card or blood spot(s), namely
  o Number and quality of blood spots (size, smeared blood or overlapping spots) on the DBS filter card (Fig. 8), providing information on the amount of blood available for analyses for each barcoded sample. In some cases, this information could be used to disentangle erroneously doubled barcode numbers (retrieving incomplete samples; see 4.1).
  o Imprints of the blood spots on the filter-paper flap covering the blood-spot circles, a sign that the card was closed while the spots were still wet. This indicated a too short drying time before packing the DBS card for shipment.
  o The dates of blood taking (written on the DBS card) and of final freezer storage; these were used to calculate shipment times per sample and country-specific averages (Fig. 8).
Figure 5: Median shipment time of DBS samples. The Y-axis shows the time (in days), which elapsed between the date the blood was taken (date on the DBS cards) and the date the card had arrived at the biobank in Odense. The horizontal line shows the median shipment time of five days for all countries.

Figure 5 shows the time (in days) which had elapsed between blood sampling (date written on the DBS cards) and arrival of the sample at the biobank in Odense. Yet, shipping time is a result of interviewer performance (how quickly did the interviewer deliver the DBS card to the postal office) and the functioning of the national postal systems (opening hours of postal offices, availability of post-boxes and frequency of being emptied, postal strikes, international delivery). For the summer months, interviewers were instructed to deliver the envelopes with the blood sample directly to a post office instead of dropping them into heat- or sun-exposed mailboxes.

As mentioned in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, the interviewers were asked to type the current local outside temperature at the time of the blood-taking into the CAPI. To check the usability of this information and to gain some insight into the temperature exposure of the DBS card during shipment, we had equipped the SHARE Wave 6 pretest DBS kits with temperature indicators (TimeStrip Label 30 and 38°C; Timestrip UK ltd, Cambridge, UK) to be activated by the interviewers and then added to the PE-bag with the DBS card before shipment to the biobank; the Israeli country team acquired temperature indicators during the SHARE Wave 6 main survey DBS collection for temperature monitoring of the DBS samples starting in June 2015 (Shockwatch WarmMark® Long-Run indicator showing temperature exposure of ≥31°C for up to 168 hrs.) Both kinds of strips had to be activated by the interviewers. The temperature-checking experiments are described and evaluated in 2.1.4 above.
The described sample-quality checks provided us with information about the total number of blood spots per card as well as the number of blood spots filling the pre-printed circles (full-size blood spots) and they mentioned smeared (by touching the card) and overlapping DBS (multiple drops on the same spot). In Figure 6 we show examples of DBS samples of various qualities.

![Figure 6: DBS filter cards received at the Biobank. Filter cards arrived with different amounts of blood/number of blood-filled pre-printed circles and in varying quality. (a) This card shows spots of best quality; the amount will allow a large number of analyses. (b) Fine quality but only two spots. (c) Minimal amounts of blood (all spots >> one filled circle). (d) More blood than on the card (c) but the card was touched in circles 1, 2, 3 and drops are overlapping in circles 3, 4, 5; this card is unsuitable for marker analyses except for HbA1c (see 4.2). After arrival and ahead of freezer storage, cards were cut into fractions. Different fractions were labelled with the same barcode and stored for security reasons in separate freezers. In addition, for punching and analyses the necessary amount of blood (one or two fractions) were used without thawing the entire DBS sample.](image)
3 Participation and consent rates

We calculated two different consent rates (per country and per interviewer):

\[
\text{consent rate}_1 = \frac{N_{\text{consent given}}}{N_{\text{DBS eligible}} - N_{\text{prevented by medical reasons}}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{consent rate}_2 = \frac{N_{\text{consent given}}}{N_{\text{DBS eligible}}} \quad (2)
\]

Consent rate\(_1\) is based on eligible DBS respondents, who were able to give consent on their own, but \textit{excludes} those, who mentioned medical reasons preventing them from participating in blood taking. Consent rate\(_2\) \textit{adds} those respondents in the denominator, who abstained from participation due to medical reasons. Consent rate\(_1\) is therefore always higher than consent rate\(_2\) (see orange vs. dark red bars in Fig. 7). We instructed interviewers not to cajole respondents into DBS participation, who had refused due to medical reasons; therefore, consent rate\(_1\) may reflect the success of interviewers in consent gaining more precisely. However, consent rate\(_2\) is the effective rate of consent among eligible interviews and, hence, the outcome of interest for the project. Not gaining consent from all respondents always bears the risk of biases caused by systematic differences between consenting and non-consenting respondents (Sakshaug, Couper, & Ofstedal, 2010).

The cooperation of all countries participating in the DBS collection is illustrated in Fig. 7. For each country, consent rate\(_1\) (orange bars) as well as consent rate\(_2\) (dark red bars) are shown. The horizontal line is the mean of the dark bars over all countries with a consent rate\(_2\) of 72%. This overall consent rate was very high showing that respondents' and interviewers' acceptance of this new measurement was very good. More than 80% consent was reached by BE, CH, DK, EE, SE, and SI when adjusting for medical reasons which prevented the participation. The calculation of the French consent rates is based on the small, selected DBS-eligible sample of French respondents\(^7\).

The final consent rates in Fig. 7, however, do not describe the large variation between interviewers. This is depicted in the box-plot diagrams of Fig. 8. Some countries have little variation while others predominantly in southern Europe have very large variation in interviewer-specific consent rates. The small variation among the Danish interviewers for example may come from their experience as most of them had collected DBS previously to the SHARE blood collection. Their confidence with the procedure may have helped to confer a positive attitude to the respondents.

\(^7\) As described in paragraph 2.2.1, French panel households in only four districts were eligible for DBS collection. Nevertheless, a certain number of non-eligible respondents were asked and gave consent. The calculation of consent rates in France is based on the actually eligible subsample, while e.g., French numbers of available DBS samples refer to all received DBS cards.
Figure 7: Final rates of consent to DBS taking in the participating countries. Orange bars: consent rate₁, see equation (1); dark red bars: consent rate₂, see equation (2); dashed line: overall consent rate of 72%.

Figure 8: Box-plot diagram of consent to DBS taking in the participating countries. The diagram illustrates the strong involvement of interviewer performance on consent giving. Variation of consent per interviewer (interviewer performance) in southern Europe is much larger than in the North.
4 DBS samples
Overall, ca. 27,200 DBS cards were collected during the main survey of SHARE Wave 6. However, not all of these samples were complete and could be used for final analysis. Three major criteria had to be fulfilled for a SHARE DBS sample to be counted as complete: 1) the consent for blood taking had to be given in writing and the signed consent form was received at the national survey agency; 2) the DBS card was received at the biobank; and 3) a CAPI interview was available; and all three data sources had to be linkable by the same barcode. After fieldwork had finished in all countries, the DBS samples were scrutinized for completeness. Incomplete samples were excluded from laboratory analyses.

4.1 Data cleaning: excluding incomplete, but retrieving apparently incomplete samples
Only samples fulfilling the three criteria for “complete” were assigned for laboratory analysis. Some samples, though, were incomplete only at first glance because they were not linkable to the respective SHARE interview. In many of those cases, this was due to incorrectly entered barcode numbers: the typing errors could have happened when 1) entering the number into the CAPI instrument at the time of the interview or 2) in the lists of DBS samples when the cards were received at the biobank or 3) in the national consent list, when the forms were received at the survey agency. Many of these cases could be solved (and hence, samples could be completed) by considering available information from all data sources. For example, we identified obviously twisted digits or impossible digits like an “8” where the highest possible digit would have been a “3” (M. Börsch-Supan, Friedel, & Weiss, Chapter 6.4, in: Malter & Börsch-Supan, A (Eds.), 2017).

Another mostly correctable source of mistakes was the double use of a barcode number. This happened if an interviewer used stickers from one barcode sheet (with the same barcode numbers) for more than one respondent. Many of these cases could be retrieved by comparing the interview date on the card with the interview date in the CAPI and/or by comparing the number of blood spots actually on a card (and documented in the biobank list) with the number of collected spots stated in the CAPI.

4.2 Quality of the collected samples – recordable shortcomings and invisible damage
Table 1 shows the numbers of received, complete and usable DBS samples per country. In addition to being complete, a SHARE DBS sample had to meet certain quality requirements. Earlier, in 2.2.3, we mention the quality features and the amount of blood (number and size of spots), which the biobank team recorded for each individual DBS card arriving in Odense. A vast majority of 26,705 samples were complete according to the three
criteria, but 354 of those had no blood⁸, leaving 26,351 complete samples with blood (columns 2 and 3).

We excluded further cards of minor quality with exclusively too small or overlapping or smeared blood spots, which are responsible for the 2528 samples difference between DBS numbers in column 3 and 4 in Table 1); thus, 23,823 DBS samples were left (column 4), which had at least one good blood spot and were usable for analyses.

The card of a single SHARE respondent could have contained varying numbers of blood spots of same or different size, optimally five completely filled pre-printed circles. On many cards, less blood was collected and a substantial share of the usable DBS cards had limited amount of blood (≤ one full circle, see Fig. 6). 452 of those 2528 samples could be used, nevertheless. Overlapping or small spots may be analyzed for HbA1c as this is the ratio of glycosylated versus total hemoglobin and, thereby, independent of the volume contained in a sample (which is not clear in smeared or overlapping spots). Therefore, a total of 24,275 samples were prepared (punched; see 5.2.1) for analyses.

Several of the visible shortcomings, which were recorded on arrival at the biobank, lead to reduced amount of blood on the DBS card and, therefore, in some cases limited the analyses of markers, in worst cases even excluded entire DBS samples due to smearing, overlapping drops, touched cards, too small spots, too short drying times, forgotten desiccant (see 2.2.3). They could have been avoidable with better care exercised by the interviewer, though, the field situation and the interplay with the respondent may have forged the result.

Much harder to control, respectively, not recordable, is the “invisible” impact of the shortcomings and the damage caused to the blood markers with an impact on the later to-be-measured marker values in the DBS sample. However, the monitoring by the biobank staff identified possible sources for these kinds of invisible damage: forgotten desiccant, which means a missing humidity protection; long shipment times indicating extended exposure to, e.g., high temperatures in summer. The same is true for environmental conditions, like high outside temperatures and humidity while taking the sample and even more during shipment, as well as unreliability of postal service leading to long shipment times.

---

⁸ Complete samples with no blood resulted, when the interviewer attempted to take blood by pricking the finger but the respondent would not bleed. This happened significantly more often with increasing age of the respondent. This is a no-blood result in contrary to a refusal, since consent was given.
### Table 1: Number of DBS samples collected by country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total number of DBS samples collected</th>
<th>Number of complete DBS samples</th>
<th>Number of complete DBS samples with blood</th>
<th>Complete DBS samples with at least one good-quality blood spot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>3690</td>
<td>3604</td>
<td>3484</td>
<td>3166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2051</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3147</td>
<td>3124</td>
<td>3095</td>
<td>2872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2861</td>
<td>2842</td>
<td>2833</td>
<td>2715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>3683</td>
<td>3670</td>
<td>3652</td>
<td>3285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>1754</td>
<td>1462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>2153</td>
<td>2121</td>
<td>1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3013</td>
<td>2907</td>
<td>2893</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>2221</td>
<td>2196</td>
<td>2101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27 228</td>
<td>26 705</td>
<td>26 351</td>
<td>23 823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Including 355 cards with no blood; respondent had consented to blood taking, but interviewer did not manage to collect blood from this person – see footnote 8.

### 5 Analyzing DBS samples for blood markers of age-related conditions

SHARE had chosen to assay the DBS samples for 18 blood biomarkers (M. Börsch-Supan & Andersen-Ranberg, Chapter 6.1, in: Malter & Börsch-Supan, A (Eds.), 2017). Priority in the selection process was given to their relevance in evidencing typical diseases and conditions at older age, such as CVD, diabetes and cognitive decline. Additional criteria were the existence of suitable assays (i.e. reagents and procedures to detect the biomarker) and the
availability of comparative population values from (inter)national health registers (e.g. the Robert-Koch-Institute in Germany, Eurohealth or WHO) and other population surveys, including HRS and its sister studies. Selection was also guided by the ability to share the same DBS extract across multiple analyses, thereby limiting the amount of blood needed. Two laboratories, the Staten Serum Institute (SSI) in Copenhagen, Denmark, and the Department of Laboratory Medicine, University of Washington (UW) in Seattle, USA, were entrusted with the DBS analyses. Both laboratories have the expertise to analyze the DBS samples for various blood markers and are able to handle such huge amounts of samples. The SHARE DBS samples were apportioned among the two laboratories into two sets of markers according to the laboratories’ expertise in analyzing certain markers (see 5.2.1). Admittedly, splitting DBS for analyses of different blood markers in two different labs on two continents posed a challenge.

5.1 The markers and aging

5.1.1 Routine blood markers - analyses at the Department of Laboratory Medicine in Seattle
The first set contains seven markers used in routine blood analyses. For these markers, reference values from venous blood samples are well established.

Glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c or A1c) is a marker for diabetes. An excess of sugar molecules in the blood irreversibly bind to hemoglobin. The so-formed A1c signals longstanding and chronically high levels of blood sugar (e.g., Florkowski, 2013).

High density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, (total) cholesterol (TC) and triglycerides (TG) are molecules of the lipid panel and important players in lipid metabolism, such as serving as building blocks for cells and transport molecules for lipids. Imbalances in lipid metabolism lead to various diseases of the cardiovascular system (e.g., North & Sinclair, 2012; Upadhyay, 2015).

Cystatin C (CysC) is a marker for kidney function. CysC, though a measure for the clearance of degradation products from blood, also signals risk of CVD. Those with elevated CysC levels have been shown to be at highest risk for CVD, even when kidney dysfunction is mild; those with the highest levels of CysC are older and have hypertension, dyslipidemia, high BMI, and higher levels of C-reactive protein (e.g., Levin & Lan, 2016; Sarnak, Katz et al., 2008; Yaffe, Lindquist et al., 2008).

C-reactive protein (CRP) marks the general level of inflammation in the body caused by acute infections or chronic diseases. Inflammatory processes are involved in CVD, diabetes,
chronic kidney disease, obesity, and cognitive decline (e.g., Lassale, Batty et al., 2019; Tang, Fung et al., 2017).

Total hemoglobin (tHb) is a marker of anemia that indicates a decrease in red blood cells or hemoglobin, thereby lowering the ability to carry oxygen in the blood. Anemia may arise from loss of blood, pathological removal of blood cells, diseases of the hematopoietic system, chronic inflammatory diseases, kidney disease, wasting diseases (e.g. cancers) and more (e.g., Goodnough & Schrier, 2014).

5.1.2 Markers indicating risk of cardiovascular disease and cognitive decline – analyses at Staten Serum Institut in Copenhagen

The second set of biomarkers is more innovative and the introduction of cytokine analyses from DBS to assess chronic inflammatory status, CVD and cognitive status in a survey of aging is new (Koelman, Pivovarova-Ramich et al., 2019; Rea, Gibson et al., 2018). Five markers in this set are cytokines, small blood-based proteins prominently involved in inflammatory processes; three are (neuronal) growth factors and two apolipoproteins. Cytokines are not routinely analyzed in a blood count, but in research they offer the opportunity to more closely investigate low-level chronic inflammation, such as in atherosclerosis, to fine-tune the search for the risk of CVD among the survey respondents beyond blood-fat values (such as cholesterol), and to biologically back up the results of objective cognitive testing in the survey questionnaire. The selection and importance of the 10 markers are described by Borbye-Lorenzen and Börsch-Supan (2019).

The five proteins IL-8, IL-16, IL-18, IL-12/23p40, and MCP-1 indicate inflammation occurring in the body; all molecules are pro-inflammatory markers but act in different tissues. Elevated blood levels of either one or several of these cytokines could better inform us about the type of inflammation and its degree; they may confirm the report of, for example, CVD or atherosclerosis by a respondent or point to yet undetected inflammation, cancer and/or (onset of) cognitive impairment (e.g., Brosseron, Krauthausen et al., 2014; Saleem, Herrmann et al., 2015; Scarabino, Peconi et al., 2020).

Vascular epithelial growth factor (VEGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) are proteins involved in angiogenesis and normal and pathologic cell and tissue growth. They are needed in healing (e.g., in blood vessels) but may also indicate proliferating tissue in the case of cancer; studies suggest that angiogenesis (VEGF) may be involved in the onset process of cognitive impairment (L. Huang, Jia, & Liu, 2013; Lange, Storkebaum et al., 2016).

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is another growth factor. BDNF acts on neurons of the central and peripheral nervous system, supports the survival of neurons and encourages growth of neuronal tissue. BDNF is involved in learning and memory. Its level increases with
exercise and social embeddedness. In turn, the BDNF blood level is lowered in cognitive decline (e.g., Nascimento, Pereira et al., 2015; Salinas, 2016). Other reports relate BDNF to the progression of human cardiovascular disease (e.g., Bahls, Könemann et al., 2019).

**Apolipoprotein E (ApoE)** belongs to a class of proteins involved in the metabolism of fats in the body and is a component of the lipid panel. ApoE mediates the cholesterol metabolism, transports cholesterol to neurons and is the principal cholesterol carrier to/in the brain. ApoE is important in Alzheimer’s and cardiovascular diseases. Carrying the ApoE-e4 gene variant (allele) influences the lipid/cholesterol metabolism and increases the risk for dementia also lowering the age of onset (e.g., Mooijaart, Berbée et al., 2006; Rasmussen, Tybjærg-Hansen et al., 2015; Safieh, Korczyn, & Michaelson, 2019).

**Clusterin (APOJ)** has the general vital function in the organism to clear misfolded proteins or cell debris; through this function, clusterin is involved in aging and many diseases related to oxidative stress, including neurodegenerative and inflammatory diseases and cancers (e.g., Baralla, Sotgiu et al., 2015; Hsu, Lee et al., 2017; Jongbloed, van Dijk et al., 2015).

**Vitamin D (VitD)** is essential for several biological processes. Being deficient is associated with mortality and diseases, among them CVD but also functional loss from lower muscle function and muscle mass (sarcopenia), affecting postural stability. Additionally, osteoporosis can be caused by a low VitD level because it is essential for the absorption of calcium from the diet (e.g., Polly & Tan, 2014).

### 5.2 Analyses of the SHARE DBS samples

#### 5.2.1 Planning blood-biomarker analyses and preparing the samples

For the analyses of a single marker only a small amount of a blood, less than one full-size DBS filling the pre-printed circle, is needed. This requires that the original DBS collected during the survey has to be further divided, which is done by punching small discs (the punches) with a diameter of 3.2 mm or 1/8 inch from the blood spots (see Fig. 9, and M. Börsch-Supan, Friedel, & Weiss, Chapter 6.4, in: Malter & Börsch-Supan, A (Eds.), 2017). The punching is followed by extraction of the disk with a solvent to yield a liquid sample. Given the differences in quantity and quality between the individual DBS samples collected from the respondents during fieldwork (see Fig. 6), we were aware that we would not be able to perform analyses for all 18 markers from all DBS samples as good-quality DBS of sufficient size (not too small diameter) are required. We spent considerable time carefully planning how to gain as much blood-marker information as possible from all cards, and at the same time cover the list of markers which we intended to analyze with as many samples as possible each. Fortunately, multiple analytes can be measured from a single punch due to
highly sensitive detection methods. DBS-LC-MS/MS (liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry), for example, is such a method, but it also has its limitations in assay sensitivity due to the small sample size, and sample quality is often a concern (Wenkui Li & Tse, 2010); in addition, immunoassays are very sensitive and specific. This method was employed for the cytokine analyses.

For the analyses of all 18 markers described above, five 3.2-mm punches from each DBS sample, not necessarily from one spot, are required (Table 2 and 3; Fig. 9). The 18 markers were divided into three marker groups A, B; C. Markers in a group can be extracted together from the punched blood disc(s) as listed in Table 2; then the analyses for the individual marker follows from aliquots of the extract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker Group</th>
<th>Individual Markers</th>
<th>Number of 3.2 mm discs needed for analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-markers</td>
<td>- HbA1c</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- total Hemoglobin (tHb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- HDL-Cholesterol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- or -</td>
<td>- HbA1c-only</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c-only</td>
<td>(in case of limited material)</td>
<td>(can be taken from an overlapping or smeared blood spot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-markers</td>
<td>- total Cholesterol (TC)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Triglycerides (TRG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- C-reactive protein (CRP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cystatin C (CysC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-markers</td>
<td>IL-16, IL-8, IL-12/23, IL-18, MCP1; VEGF, EGF, BDNF, Clusterin, ApoE4-protein.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>Remaining extract frozen; not yet analyzed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Markers/marker groups analyzed from SHARE DBS. A- and B-marker were analyzed at UW in Seattle; C-marker and Vitamin-D analyses were assigned to SSI in Copenhagen.

The assays of the seven “routine blood markers” at UW required three punches: two for the analyses of the markers HbA1c, HDL and THb (A-marker group) and only one for TC, TRG, CRP, and CysC (B-marker group). Analyses were conducted according to published techniques: HbA1c (Egier, Keys et al., 2011), tHb (Frenchik, Tsonev, & McFaul, 2004), TC (Lakshmy, Gupta et al., 2010; Lakshmy, Mathur et al., 2012), HDL (Arranz-Peña, Tasende-Mata, & Martin-Gil, 1998; Y.-C. Huang, Kao, & Tsai, 1997), TRG / TG (Lakshmy, Gupta et al., 2010; Quraishi, Lakshmy et al., 2006), high-sensitivity CRP (Brindle, Fujita et al., 2010; McDade, Burhop, & Dohnal, 2004), and CysC (Vogl, 2014). For the analyses of multiple
markers from the extracts of only one or two punches, UW has developed SHARE-specific (in-house) assays based on the above-mentioned references.

### Table 3: Blood amount in a DBS sample and assignment for marker analyses.

With large enough samples (first row), the five punches necessary for the analyses of 18 markers could be made. Limited amount of blood i.e., few or one DBS on a card and/or blood spots of small diameter also limit the number of punches. A choice for the markers to be analyzed has to be made. Punching was conducted according to the scheme presented in this table. Therefore, not every DBS sample could be analyzed for all markers.

The analyses of the second marker group at SSI with the cytokines and vitamin D required further two punches for the simultaneous analysis of 10 markers with a multiplex immunoassay; vitamin D will be analyzed in a separate assay from the extract. As cytokines and growth factors usually circulate in the body at very low concentrations, detecting them requires a highly sensitive method such as immunoassays. Modern multiplex approaches analyze multiple markers from very small amounts of blood, such as DBS (Borbye-Lorenzen & Börsch-Supan, 2019; Skogstrand, 2012; Skogstrand, Thorsen et al., 2005).

**Figure 9: DBS cards in the puncher.** Cards are turned over for aiming at the punch spot to place the punch at a fully soaked section of the DBS. While punching the DBS samples, the semi-automated robot punching system (Panthera Puncher 9, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Ma, USA) used at SSI assigned the punch location and took a photo of the blood spot. This provided us with precise information of size and quality of all punched DBS samples.

(a): Some, yet few, spots were large enough to gain all five punches needed for the SHARE assays from a single DBS. More frequently the punches for a DBS sample had to be taken from two or more (smaller) blood spots.
The subdivision – the punching – of the DBS samples (blood amount on an individual DBS filter card) was carried out at SSI in Copenhagen. In general: before the punching starts with a semi-automated robot punching system (Panthera Puncher 9, Perkin Elmer), the DBS cards have to be hand-sorted for the punching of the respective marker groups (see Table 3). Then, the sample is registered in the system by scanning the respondent-specific barcode. The card is manually positioned in the puncher; the 3.2mm disc is cut by the robot from the flipside⁹, and the punch drops into the well of a standard 96-deep-well microtiter plate (Fig. 10). Each well of a microtiter plate contains one, respectively two punches out of the sample of a different respondent; the barcode scanning of the robot creates an electronic plate map and facilitates the later linkage of the analyses result to the interview data of a respondent. For the analyses of the A-markers, for example, two discs are cut and the wells contain two punches. Then the B-/C-marker punch(es) are cut into other plates.

Figure 10: 96-well microtiter plate with cover.

The procedure is repeated until 72 or 76 wells of a plate are filled (UW uses 24 and SSI 20 wells for controls with known marker levels). Now the plate receives an identifying number and is sealed with a cover to prevent the discs from falling out or getting mixed during handling and future transport of the sample-punches to the laboratories. The plates were frozen at – 20°C until shipment of the A- and B-marker plates from Copenhagen to Seattle or in-house analyses of the C-markers at SSI. The punching of all ca. 24,000 SHARE Wave 6 main survey DBS samples lasted from November 2016 till May 2018.

⁹ After falling on the DBS card, the blood drop spreads laterally and vertically (soaking) in the paper. At the fringes of blood spot the vertical spread, the soaking, may not be as complete as in the middle, i.e., the diameter on the flipside may be slightly smaller than on top. Therefore, the filter card is turned and the punch is cut from the flipside to create a homogenously soaked punch.
5.2.2 Analyzing the SHARE DBS samples
A random subsample of ca. 8000 samples was assayed in Seattle between October 2017 and May 2018 for the A- and B-markers listed in Table 2. At the time of writing, May 2020, analyses of the remaining A- and B-marker samples, ca. 16,000, has started in Seattle. Analyses for all SHARE samples, which had been punched for C-markers (ca. 16,000), started at SSI in June 2018 and were finished end of August the same year. The C-markers were analyzed in a multiplex (10plex) immunoassay. For this purpose, a custom-designed SHARE analysis kit was assembled by SSI and the company MesoScale Diagnostics, Maryland, USA.

5.3 Adjusting for varying field conditions
In awareness of the influence of field conditions and sample quality on the DBS analyte values, in 2018, we performed controlled laboratory experiments at UW by systematically exposing DBS to adverse fieldwork conditions. DBS and venous blood was collected from 20 volunteers; 3420 outcomes were used to create an equation to convert analyte values obtained from DBS samples into values we would have obtained had it been feasible to collect the donors' venous plasma or wet blood samples by standard analytical methods (A. Börsch-Supan, Weiss et al., 2020). We applied the obtained equation on a dataset from a small field experiment conducted during the SHARE Wave 6 pretest in Poland: nurses collected DBS samples and venous blood samples from 37 respondents and we observed a good convergence to the respondent-matched venous blood sample values; the experiment is described in (Weiss, Börsch-Supan et al., Chapter 38, in: Börsch-Supan, A et al. (Eds.), 2019).
A comparable experiment investigating fieldwork condition effects was performed in Odense in 2019 with 45 patients from Odense University Hospital Falls Clinic and 15 healthy controls. For the C-markers we aim to adjust the values for field influences; as no reference values are available for those markers, it is not necessary to convert the DBS values to venous blood values.

6 Summary and Outlook
SHARE has collected 27,213 DBS samples from respondents in 12 countries as part of its sixth wave. This was the largest DBS sampling from a representative adult population in Europe. In addition, a small field validation experiment was performed in Poland in 2016, collecting DBS and venous blood from 37 respondents by a nurse. A total of 23,823 samples fulfilled the SHARE quality standards for assaying. 8068 samples are already analyzed for
HbA1c, tHb, TC, HDL, TRG, CRP, and CysC. The analyses of the remaining ca. 16,000 samples have been initiated at UW. After completion of all analyses, the raw data will be converted according to the validation experiment described above.

In 2018, Staten Serum Institut in Copenhagen analyzed 15,977 samples for the cytokines IL-8, IL-16, IL-18, IL-12/23p40, and MCP-1, the growth factors BDNF (neuronal), VEGF and EGF, and the apolipoproteins APOe4 and APOJ. The necessary correction for field conditions will be made once the adjustment experiment performed in Odense is evaluated.

SHARE data is free for users with proof of a scientific affiliation; this also applies to biomarker and biomeasure data. The DBS data will be available after completion of the analyses and data conversion. SHARE will publish on its home page (www.share-project.org) once the DBS data will be available.
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